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SURAT MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 

NEW EAST (SARTHANA) ZONE 

LIGHT DEPARTMENT 

SUB - Repairing, Rewinding & Servicing of Ceiling fan, Exhaust fan, Pedestal fan, installed at different 
municipal buildings of  New East (Sarthana) Zone-B Annual basis. 
 

South Zone (Udhna) sanctioned rate by Light & Fire (ext.) Committee 
vide R.S. No. 264/2021, Dtd. 16.12.2021 

SR.  
NO 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT 
Sanctioned 
Rate (Rs.) 

1 
Servicing the uninstalled ceiling fan with washing & throughing 
blades, canopies, making dry, checking all nut-bolts, replacing 
quarter pin & oiling/greasing and testing complete. 

Ea. 100.00 

2 

Rewinding of  Ceiling Fan by using super enamelled copper wire 
and over hauling and putting in working order with original speed 
with  guarantee for one year including credit of D.M. retained by 
Agency. 

Ea. 320.00 

3 

Rewinding of  Pedestal Fan by using super enamelled copper wire 
and  over hauling and putting in working order with original speed 
with guarantee for one year including credit of D.M. retained by 
Agency. 

Ea. 280.00 

4 

Rewinding of  Exhaust Fan by using super enamelled copper wire 
and  over hauling and putting in working order with original speed 
with guarantee for one year including credit of  D.M. retained by 
Agency. 

Ea. 260.00 

5 
Rewinding of Wall Fan by using super enamelled copper wire and 
over hauling and putting in working order with original speed with 
guarantee for one year including credit of D.M. retained by Agency. 

Ea. 370.00 

6 

Rewinding of Industrial Wall Fan by using super enamelled 
copper wire and over hauling and putting in working order with 
original speed with guarantee for one year including credit of D.M. 
retained by Agency. 

Ea. 570.00 

7 
Replacing the bearing/ bushing of Ceiling fan and putting the fan in 
working order including credit of D.M. retained by Agency. 

Ea. 

  

  (a) Bearing 130.00 

  (b) Bushing 0.00 

8 
Replacing the bearing/ bushing of Table fan Pedestal Fan / 
Exhaust Fan and putting the fan in working order including {Credit 
of D.M. retained by Agency.} Ea. 

  

  (a) Bearing 0.00 

  (b) Bushing rubber, ring, washers 60.00 

9 
Replacing the bearing/ bushing of Industrial Wall Fan and putting 
the fan in working order including. 

Ea. 

  

  (a) Bearing 240.00 

  (b) Bushing rubber, ring, washers 40.00 

10 
Replacing Condenser for Ceiling fan/ Exhaust Fan / Pedestal 
Fan / Table Fan / Cabin Fan / {Credit of D.M. retained by Agency.} Ea. 75.00 

11 
Replacing the Shaft of Ceiling Fan/ Table fan / Pedestal Fan 
Exhaust Fan and putting the fan in working order including. Ea. 50.00 

12 
Replacing the Shaft of Industrial Wall Fan and putting the fan in 
working order including. Ea. 60.00 

13 
Replacing the C type Clamp for Capacitor with wire Connector strip 
of Ceiling Fan/ Table fan / Pedestal Fan / Exhaust Fan and 
putting the fan in working order including. 

Ea. 40.00 
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14 
Replacing the Blades of  Exhaust Fan and putting the fan in 
working order including. Ea. 100.00 

15 
Replacing the Blades of Industrial Wall Fan and putting  the fan in 
working order including. Ea. 100.00 

 

 Bidder shall have to follow all the terms & conditions for this offer, failing which the    

consent/quotation is liable to rejection. 

Terms and Conditions: 

1. Bidder must offer Six Months warranty for rewinding of any Fan. During Six Months, if 
winding is failed of repaired fan, Contractor must be Re-rewinding of repaired fan free of 
cost. 

2. Delivery period of Fan is 10 days. After 10 days Rs. 10 will be charged for each fan/day as 
penalty. 

3. The Successful Contractor shall also be required to enter into contract Agreement, Surety & 
Undertaking on Gujarat Stamp paper purchased from Surat worth  Rs.300/- on getting the 
order. However, the stamp duty at prevailing rate shall be applicable if revised by 
Government. 

4. Contractor will have to security deposit at rate 2.5 % of work order value within 10 days 
from the date of work order otherwise; penalty @0.065% of the amount of security deposit 
per day of delay shall be levied. 

5. The firm must have an office in Surat. 
6. The period of Annual Maintenance Contract for Various type of Fans will be one (1) year 

from the date of the award of the contract within the limits of tender value maximum 
Rs.1.00 Lacs only. 

7. No payment shall be made in advance 
8. SMC will not pay any transportation charges and also not provide any type of assistance 

which carrying out above mention work. Contractor must replace faulty spare with genuine 
spare only. Substandard spares won't be allowed. If it is observed that substandard spares 
have been used, Spare will be replaced with genuine spare and cost of replacement with 
administrative charges will be deducted from contractor bill due for payment. 

9. The sanctioned rates shall remain in force for full period of contract. 
 
 

 

                      Sd/- 

 

Executive Engineer 
New East (Sarthana) Zone-B 
Surat Municipal Corporation 

  
 
I/we________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
am/are agree to  Repairing, Rewinding & Servicing of Ceiling fan, Exhaust fan, Pedestal fan  installed at 
different municipal buildings of  New East (Sarthana) Zone-B with Terms and Condition of  South 
(Udhana) Zone sanctioned rate by Light & Fire (Ext.) Committee vide R.S. No. 264/2021, 
Dtd.16.12.2021 for 1 (one) year or up to limit of Rs. 1,00,000.00 (in word Rupees One Lakh only). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


